Alteeve is a leader in the development and deployment of drop-in, high-availability server platforms that are designed to
operate autonomously and survive virtually any failure without interrupt. The Anvil! is a Red Hat based platform for
high-availability KVM servers using LINBIT's DRBD for storage resiliency, with or without a SAN. The Anvil! provides
easy-to-manage, full stack redundancy for any operating system and application. And it has provided historical uptime of
99.9999%.
The Anvil! is a vital part of many “must-not fail” applications. Read what our current clients have to say:

“When it comes to reliability and support, our expectation for excellence could not
be any higher. Alteeve and The Anvil! have met those expectations in delivering the
reliability and support that we have come to rely on. They have proven to be experts
in their field.”
Ovais A. Vaid
Vision Essentials by Kaiser Permanente

“With our previous servers it was like we were driving a nice Mustang with 400
horsepower but with The Anvil! it’s like strapping yourself into a Shelby
Supercharged Mustang with 750 horses! I feel confident now that our production is
supported by a reliable server platform. Alteeve Is the best pit crew I could have
asked for and will keep us in the race!”
Mike Fussell
Robertson Optical Labs

“We operate twenty-three hours a day for six days a week; and so server downtime
can be very costly. The Anvil! platform is outstanding and the robustness of the
system can withstand all of the common errors, accidents or hardware failures that
might occur in a server room.”
Stephen W. Clarke
NRay Services Inc

“The platform is so powerful and reliable that we are able to run both of our labs off
the same Anvil! All of our servers are consolidated onto the one platform that has
been extremely reliable and very easy to manage. The Anvil! has prevented
downtime, saved money and has made my life easier.”
Bernard Michaud
Riverside Optical

For more information on simplifying server management, visit alteeve.com
or email: ansales@alteeve.ca

